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Abs1ract: The selcctive nationalizations of foreign-Qwned affiliates and the nows of 
din:ct investment across deveioping counmes are modclled as a tW<>-e(juation mode!. In 
the investment now equation least squares estimators are employed for the annual panel 
dala and fixed effects under assumptions of seriaI correlation and hcteroskcdasticily. For 
the dichotomoIlS dependent variable nationalization equation. a fixed effeCI linear 
probability model is given. A maximum likelihood estimator bascd on the 
log-generalized F distribution is uscd to study distributionaI properties in the prcsence 
of fixed country cffccts and 10 give final estimalCs. nIe esLimated model is used to 
Sludy the consequences spatially as weil lemporally of various economic policies. 

l. Introduction 

A country's option to nationalize (Le. seize foreign-{)wned equity with or without 
compensation) is of ten argued to prevent direct investment from being undertaken 
(e.g., Williamson, 1986), but this has not been supported by economeoic evidence. 
Large 'political' nalionalizations in, e.g., Cuba were from the late 1960s followed 
by more selective nationalizations. These were widely spread and accompanied by 
measures to attract new investment. Economic faclOrs have become important and 
political ones less so (e.g., Jodice, 1980). 111C vicw adopted here is thaI 
na!ionalization of foreign-{)wnc:d affilia!es can be seen as an ou!come of economic 
decisions. 

Direct investment ini!ially requires sunk costs in, e.g., equipment, while 
benefi!s accrue later as profit repaoiation. For the hos! country benefits accrue in 
the early stage, and costs later as capital outflows. As improved access to 
technology and export markers would increase this ability of developing countries 

• A full DCCOunt of the economic background and implic31ions are reponed in 
Andersson and Bränn1s (1990). AnnaMaria Bengtsson, Stockholm School of Economics. 
assisted with the dala. Financial support from Svenska BankforskningsinsululCl and the 
Swedish Research Council for the Humanities and Social Sciences is gralefully 
ac~wledged. 
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to TUn projects under domestic ownership. the theory of obsolescing bargain 
(Vemon. 1971) holds that 'political risk' grows over time. This theory seemed 
supported as a substantiaI share of all direct investment in developing countries 
was nationalized in the early 19705 (e.g .• Kobrin. 1980). From the mid 19705 
nationalizations became less frequent and flows of direct investment were 
stagnating. In response to the belief that political risk continues to play a role. the 
Multilaterallnvestment Guarantee Agency was established in 1989. The empirical 
literature has. however. not been able to pin down the cause and effect of 
nationalization (Jodice. 1980; Green. 1974; Thunell. 1977). 

Different host countries compete for investment projects (Guisinger. 1985). 
Andersson and Brännäs (1988. 1989) and Andersson (1990) exarnine the 
cross--country pattem in nationalizations as weil as the policy's dedine in the late 
I970s. Here. we add to these studies by investigating the mutual dependence 
between nationalizations and investment flows across developing countries. 

In this paper we estimate a two-equation model using panel data. Year-wise 
observations 'between 1970 anti 1985 of investment flows and nationalization 
decisions serve as dependent variables. The investment flow equation is estimated 
by least squares estimators under a fixed effect specification and under 
assumptions of serial correlation and heteroskedasticity. For the dichotomous 
dependent variable nationalization equation. a fixed effeet estimator building on 
the linear probabilily model is used. The resulting estimates are used to initialize a 
fixed effcel maximum Iikelihood estimator based on the log-generalized F 
distribution. Fixed effecl logit and probit models are among the special eases in 
this general model dass. 

In Scetion 2 a theoretical framework and the specifieation of the model are 
given. The data are presented in Section 3. The estimators are introduced in 
Section 4. and Ihe estimation results given in Section 5. Scetion 6 eontains a small 
policy study lo reneCI on Ihe properries of the modelover time and across 
countries. Some additional remarkson the statistieal analysis are offered in the 
final seetion. 

2. Theoretical f'T8IIlewori:: and Mode! 

Each firm and country seeks lo gain as mueh as possible from direct investment. 
Since firms may move elsewhere. host eountries' taxation of profits is Iimited 
(Andersson. 1990). This raises a motive for nationalization. 

,Given that there are many potential hosl eountries (j = 1 .... ,m). a firm invests 
where the expecled profit (I-rj)(1-q,)1tj-S is the largest. The investment is O (no 
country) in ease the sunk cost (5) is nOl eovered by the profil (1t j) adjusted for tax 
(</» and the risk of nationalization (rj). 

Each country j maximizes its return from direct investment by ils decision 
what proponion of projects to nationalize. A host country eams the whole profit 
from the share of investment Ihat is nationalized. and tax revenue from that which 
is not. In addition. there is a cost of discouraging direct investment in subsequent 
periods. The amount discouraged is delerrnined by the occurrence of 
nationalizations across countries. The eost depends on the level of lax and the 
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extent of nationalization subsequently. Nationalization OCcurs only whe fi 
under domestic ownership exceeds the tax income under foreign ownersl/ p~o u 
it CaJlnot pay for a host country otherwise. The effect of discouraging fut~' J.lnce 
investment is crucial for preventing nationalization, as is consequently the p t~Ct 
pursued by other developing countries. The closer competitors Countries ~c~es 
direct investment, the more important how other ones behave. nie abo or 
summarized representation allows us to develop hypotheses for empirical testin ve 

Nation~iza~on has an i?1P~ct on. a ~ountry's ima&e as 'friendly' or 'unfrien~i ' 
towards foreign Investors. Vlewlng thiS Impact as parual and transitory we ex /t 
nationalization to e~fect inv~stment flows and the: occurrence of nationa'lizatioris fn 
t~e su?sequent penod. Settlng uP. a tw~uauon model, we write the flow of 
direc~ Investment to a country at nme I. and the occurrence of nationalization. as 
funcllons 

YU=YU(y2H. gl-1. $1.ltl.S) 
+ - + 

Y21 = Y21 (g 1-1 • o . nit I • $1 • It d 
+ + 

with the sign of derivatives given below. In these expressions nltl is the profit 
under domestic ownership, and o is the discount factor. The lauer should be 
negatively related to nationalizations as a great deal of discounting makes a 
country insensitive to future losses of direct investment. 

In the investment function a negative effect of Y21-1 on Yl I is expected and a 
positive one of g ,-Jo No previous studies have been able to verify an effect of Y2 t 
on Yu. We expect such an effect which is larger the fewer nationalizations the~e 
are in other countries. whereas there should be a positive imp~ct of g 1-1 on YII 
when the country itse1f does Ilot nationalize. For these reasons we expect to find 
significant multiplicative effects. 

The other explanatory variables are not directly observable in most instances, 
and the many small countries inc1uded in this study makes it difficult to obtain 
data for coherent proxy variables. Hypotheses are formulated in three categories 
(see Andersson and Brännäs. 1990, for motivations); 

Caregory l (variables associated with the efficiency requirement for 
nationalization) 
-TIle rate of growth (Xl): Negative impact on Y21 and positive on Y11 . 
- Export prices (XV: Positive impact on Y21' 
- GDP/capita (X3): Ambigous influence on Y21 , but positive on Yl I . 

Calegory 2 (variables associated with a country's ability to allract direct 
investment and with the discouraging effect of nationalization on direct 
investment) 
- The stock of direct investment (X4): Positive impact on Yu. and ambigous on 

Y21' .. . d b' al - GDP'(X3): Pos1l1ve lmpact on Yu. an am IV ent on Y21' .. 
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Figure l: Ycar-wisc proponions of nationalizations across countTies. 

Caregory 3 (indirect effects of nationalization) 
- Externai indebtedness (X6): Negative impact on Y2'. 

We have the following two equation system, with Yl il the now of direct 
investment into country i in year l and 112 i, a latent nationalization pressure 
variable; 

(1) 

The 'nationalization presslIre, 112i' , can only be observed in a dichotomous fOIm, 
i.e. 

[ 

l, T]2i'~ O 
Y2i'= 

O, T]2i'<O, 

is the observed nationalization decision. 
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TIle gH variable is the proponion of nationalizations in other countries in the 
previous year, and dl is a dummy for the period 1974-1978. The occurrence of 
nationalizations in other countries, gl-I , enters the invesunent and the 
nationalization equations, but only in 1agged form. If the g H variable, was 
rep1aced b,Y current. nationalization decisions, g I' the separate country models 
would be hnked and In the end make 112il dependent on the observed Y2' instead of 
on Y2iH' By the present construction the tw~uation model i~ 10gicaIly 
consistent (e. g., Maddala, 1983, ch. 5). 

One comment needs to be made with respect to the stock of direct investment 
X4 il' The stock is by definition X4 il = Yl il + X4 iI-I . Actual measures do not satisfy 
the identity. In the present data Yl il is in average on ly 4 per cent of X4 il In 
addition, a regression of Yl il on (X4 il-X4 iH ) has an R2 as low as .68. TIlis is a 
reasonable empirical excuse for not dealing with the additionai complexities in 
estimation that arise for a lagged endogenous variable in the left hand side of (I). 

3. Data 

The dala over nalionalizalions of foreign affiliales by developing countries have 
been obtained by Kobrin for 1960-1979, and Minor for 1980-1985. The uni t of 
analysis comprises the taking of all firms in an industry in a country in a given 
year. The data are coIlected at firm leve!, and later aggregated (into 'acts'). This 
data base aIlows for the most comprehensive coverage possible for 1960-1985 as 
a whole. An 'act' is the most reasonable uni t of aggregation as the taking of 
individual finns is not comparable. In addition, there is no information on the 
dollar value taken, the amount of compensation, etc. Therefore nationalizations are 
trea ted as dichotomous. This is consislent wilh the' signalling effect on a country's 
reputation. In Figure l the year-wise proportions of nationalization across the 
countries are given. 

Conceming investment and explanatory variables, year-wise values ~re 
obtained from secondary sources.\ To aIlow for an inclusion of as many countnes 
as possible the test period is limited to 1970-1985. For the investment equJ!ion 
observations on 56 countries are available, and 57 for the nationalization equallon. 
Countries with missing observations are exc1uded. 

4. Estimation 

We add \O the specification in (l) a fixed country effecl. The fixed effect rene.cts 
countrywise heterogeneity that is not picked up by olher variables. The equallOn 

may compactly be written as 

(3) 

\ Data on nows and Slocks or invesunent an: obtained rrom UNCTC (1988). OECD. 
and the World Bank. Explanalory variables are obtained rrom the United Nalions (1971, 
198f, 1986), International Monetary FWld, the World Bank, and UN data printouts. 
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where the fixcd effect al i incorporates 1310' By assuming a fixed effect we limit 
the generalizability of the results to the studied countries (e.g., Hsiao, 1986, ch. 3). 
The results are generalizable in the time direction, however. 

'Jn a similar manner we write equation (2) in a compact form with a 
countrywise fixed effect a2i that includes 1320, 

(4) 

The covariance matrix (2mTx2m1) of the stacked (over T time units and m 
countries) disturbance term is 

0= Cov[EI] = [Ull Ull] . 
E2 ~I U22 

Different assumptions are possible about the blocks of the U matrix. We assume 
throughout that the dismrbance' terms in the two equations are uncorrelated. i.e. 
that the blocks U I2 = 0 21 ' = O. Before anempting to estimate the unknown 
parameters under the fixcd effecl assumption we have to give explicit structure to 
the other pans of the covariance matrice. For the UI\ block we employ a structure 
that allows for diagonal blocks (within country) with possibly different variances 
for the different countries. Jn addition, we recognize the potential prevalence of a 
fust order autoregressive serial correlation generated by 

The heteroskcdasticity then arises both from Pi and V(Uil) = ar. 
We adopt the conventionai procedure of first removing the fixcd effects by 

subtracting means from variables, Le. 

(S) 

where 

I 

The ordinary least squares (aLS) estimator is used to estimate fll in (S). The 
resulting estimatcd residuals are uscd to estimate P i for the individual countries. 
Af ter a Prais-Winsten type transformation for each country and aLS estimation 
on the transformcd data we mayestimate at (assumcd constant within countries) 
and use a weightcd LS estimator to produce the final estimates (e.g., Kmenta, 
1986,ch.12). 

Another consistent but less efficient estimator is the aLS estimator applied 
af ter the Prais-Winsten transformation. The covariance matrix of this estimator 
can be estimated by the heteroskcdasticity consistent covariance matrix estimator 
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of White (1980), 

(X'X)-IX'SII X (X'X)-I , 

where Sil is a diagonal. ma tri X with squared . 
transformed data 1!latnx. A straightforward r~sldual~ on the diagonal, and X Is Ihe 
West (1987) consIstent covariance rnatri d~ptallon of the related Newey and 
senal c0!l'ela!ion of unknown fonn to thex eStullator ~or heleroskedasticilY and 
OLS esumaUOn on the mean differenced ~re3ent seltlng could be applie~ afler 
utilized. ata. Presently, this estimator IS not 

The estimated countrywise fixed effect . 
s are obtalned from 

1\ 
o. -- - 1\ 
li- Yli- Xul3l • 

Conceming the nationalization equatio . 
assumption of a diagonal Ull matrix al n WIthout a fixed effect and an 

. . ,seVer alternat' . vailable for ule esumatlon of unknown pararnete U. Ive esumators .are a 
generally based on explicit distributionairs. nlll .recently such esurna~ors. w~ 
estimation (e.g., Gourieroux, 1989) F ahssump~lOns. and maximum h.kehh d 

I f · .' or t e eSllmallon of modeIs wIth fixe effects and on y very ew lime penods a logit specili '. d to be the 
only feasible Olle (e.g., Chamberlain, 1984' Madda:cat~09n87Is sCugged~~~ 'ng on a 
sufficient statistic eliminates the incidental p'a ..... rnet a, bl )'. °un. I IOIll By Ihis 

, . . 'bl .... er pro em m ilS ca se. 
ap~roa~ I Il fiS, nfiot edPoSfSfl e tio obtalll predicted probabilities. For consisteni 
estlmauon o t le IX. e ec.ts! le nurnber o~ t!rne periods has 10 grow faster than 
the number ?f cour~tnes. Tills IS a charactensllc of our data. For esrimation along 
the conventIOnaI Imes one .has two options. Either one can extend the 'ogll 
approach of, e:g .•. Ch:~mberlalll (l ?84), which gives estimales of 1>2, by s~lvi~g for 
0.2 i from the~r hkehhood e9uallons, or one can use a conventionaI hkehhcx:J 
estimatar that IS not ne~essanly bas~ on a logit specification. The lalter results III 
many parameters to estlmale at one tIllle. 

There is reas?~ .to question the un.iversal validity of a logit specificati?n and 
predicted probablhues are of consrderable interest for policy sIudIes. A 
specification that .offers the latter fealure is the linear probability mc?el (e.~ 
Pindyck and. Rubmfeld, ~ 981, Ch .. 10). Tlle extended specificatio~ wllh. fix nt 
effects can sllll be con~emently .esumated. The parameter estirnator IS CO~SlSle ~ 
and we suggesl. a conSIstent esumator of the associated covariance n:atnx. As he 
by-product esumates of ule fixed effects are obtained. Cornputatlon~ly t d 
procedure is nOl more complex Ihan the ones for the invcstment flow equ~uon .an 
very much fasier than any estimator for a logit or related fixed eff~c.t .speclficat~~~~ 
Tllis estimator mayaIso serve as a convenienl generator of Illlual pararn 
estimales for maximum likelihood estimation. 

The difference from means form is 

(5) 
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Figurc 2: Standard nonnal and logistic densities logcther with a log-generalized F 
dcnsily evalu31ed al q = 6.S and p = O. 
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rJgme 3: Standard IIOnnal and logistic distribution functions IOgether with a log
generalized F distribution evalualed al q = 6.S and p = O. 
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where 

Y2i = T-t L tY2it • i 2i = T-I L tX2it • and E2i = T-IL t E2it. 

The OLS estimator of III is consistent. while the corresponding conventionaI 
OLS covariance matrill estimator is not. The covariance matrill for the vector of 
disturbances in (5) for country i is additive. Le. 

~i=0Ii+62i. 

where Oti= diag(EY2it(1-EY2it). r=l ..... T) and 6Ii has zeroes on the main diagonal 
and off-diagonal elements 

The covariance ma tri 'l estimator is then 

(X' X)-I X' Su X (X' X)-I • 

where S22 is block diagonal with estimated diagonal blocks .sI i. and X is in 
differences from the means. The ellpectation EY2 it = Pr(Y2 it = I) is consistently 
estimated by 

since ~2 i = Y2 i - i 2 i ~I' Since the off-diagonal elements of ~ i are small and tend 
to zero as T grows it is ellpected that the heteroskedaslicity consislent covariance 
matrill estimator of White (1980) will give approllimale\y Ihe same results. 

The linear probability model is based on a distributional assumption that may 
be questioned (see. e.g .• Pindyck and Rubinfeld. 1981. ch. 10). The mallimum 
score estimatoi' (e. g .• Manski and Thompson. 1976) is based on weak distributional 
assumptions and appears a promising altemative. lltis eSlimator has not been 
employed for filled effects and it could due to size limitations of available 
programs not be used here. 

To allow for a more general distributional specification with esrlmable filled 
effects we adopt the log-gener.llized F family of distributions (Pn:ntice. 1975). In 
reparameterized form Ihe distribution is characterized by two parameters q and p. 
The logit (q = O and p = l), probit (q = O and p = O), and elltreme-value (q = l and 
p = O) models are among the special cases in the family. Figures 2 and 3 gives 
illustrations. Within the family it is possible to simultaneously estimate the 
unknown parameters a2i and fu and to find that distribution, through q and p, 
which is best supponed by the dala. Empirical applications of the slighlly 
narrower log-generalized gamma family (p = O) are reponed by. e.g .• FareweIl 
and Prentice (1977) for censored regressions, and Brännäs and Laitila (1989) for 
trunca~ regressions. 
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TIle likelihood to be maximized takes the fonn 

L = n il Pr(TJ2 il ~ Oy2 il Pr(TJ2 il < O) I-Y2 il. 

where Pr(TJ2il < O) is the distribution function of the log-generalized F. The 
estimation may be numerically tricky and time consuming as the distribution 
function is explicit only for the logit and extreme-value specifications. When 
distribution functions are explicit. these may be utilized. The iterations are 
throughout perfonned with the method of scoring. For the log-generalized gamma 
distribution (q> O and p = O) we have the incomplete gamma integral 

Pr(TJ2 il ~ O) = Pr(E2 il ~ -(X2 i - X2 il ~ = ('f(q-2) J -t J: rq-2.\ e'/ dr • 

where a = exp(-a2i - X2il ~.!. In q2) and f(.) is the gamma function. The gradient 
vector has elements 

for regressor parameters and for fixed effects 

T 

1:hil' 
1=1 

wherehiI = qlj>(y2il-f)/(/(I-l) and where I = Pr(TJ2il ~ O). and Ij> = (_f(q-2)J-I. 
ap(q-2 In a - exp(ln a». The infonnation matrix has elements of the fonn; 

T 
q2 1: 1j>2/(/(I-l) 

1=1 

and 

for regressor paramelers. fixed effects, and their covariation. respectively. The 
infonnation matrix. evaluated at final estimates (with q treated as a fixed 
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Table l: Parameter estimates (r-values in parentheses) for the investment flow model 
(11=840,56 countries). OLS/lICSE is the OLS estimator and the hcteroskcdasticity 
consistent covariance matrix estimator, SC is the OLS estimator based on the Prais-
Winsten transformation, SC/\VEIGHT is based on weighted least squares. 

Fixad Effect" No Fixad Eff .. ct" 

Variable OLS se se OLS se se 
HeSE HesE W1tIGIIT HesE OLS WEIGIIT 

Y2t-lgt-l 8.89 93.78 11.35 89.79 193.81 131.53 
( .16) (1.72) (2.00) (1.93) (2.51) (l. (7) 

(1-Y2t-l) gt-l 19.74 79.78 12.90 165.38 189.61 141.92 
( .41) (1.41) (2.70) (2.95) (2.72) (2.00) 

JC3t .0761 .0644 .0117 -.0026 -.0127 -.0033 
(4.12) (2.72) (2.30) (-.43) (-l. 73) (-1.98) 

JC4t .0425 .0468 .0554 .0748 .0644 .0501 
(2.42) (1.90) (6.40) (6.78) (9.73) (9. (2) 

JC5t -.0019 -.0021 -.0007 -.0001 .0003 -.0001 
(-1.40) (-1.10) (-2.02) (.30) (.88) (-1.06) 

Con"tant -35.17 -36.91 -56.07 
(-2.82) (-l. 75) (-2.30) 

R2 .05 .04 .06 .44 .18 .13 

parameter) therefore serves as a basis for the covariance matrix of parameters. To 
obtain a confid.ence interval for q we use the relative likelihood function R(q) = 
2[I(q)-I(q·)l, which asymptotically is X2(l )-distributed (see, e.g., FareweIl and 
Prentice, 1977). Here, q. maximizes the likelihood function. The incomplete 
gamma integral is evaluated by function GAMMQ (cf. Press et al., 1986). The 
estimation is performed using a single precision Fornan code on PCs (80286n and 
80486 CPU s). 

To indicate the goodness of fit in the nationalization equation we may, e.g., 
calculate the proportion of correct fits or use the pseudo-R2 of Laitila (1989); 

This measure is an estimator of the R2 in the underlying mode! (4). The covariance 
matrix of X, extended with dummies for fixed effects, is denoted S, and 0 2 = 7t2/3 
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Figwe 4; Estimaled fixed effcclS for the investmenl now mode!. 

in the logit case, a2 = I in the probit case, and a2 = 'I"(q-2) (i.e. iPlnr(b)/CJb2 
evaluated at q-2 for p = O). For large va lues on q, a2 will become large and 
dominate the pseudo-R2, which as a result will be small. 

5. Results 

Table I gives the parameter estimates for the investment equation. In the tirst pan 
of the table, tixed effects are taken into account. From the large variation in the 
tixed effects it follows that there is a great deal of country helerogeneity, cf. 
Figure 4. The most trust is placed in the tixed effect estimator that takes both 
heteroskedasticity and serial correlation into account. There is considerable 
variation in the Pi estimates (cf. Figure 5). This suggests that a specitication with 
a constant P over the countries is less convincing. The stock of investment (X4) and 
GDf' per capita (X3) both exert signiticant and positive effects on the flow of 
investment. Nationalizations in other countries appear to exert a positive influence 
on the flow to a country, and this is larger when the country is not nationalizing 
itself. 

In Table 2 we give estimates for the nationalization equation with fixed 
effects and based on the linear probability mode! and two members of the 
generalized F. The relative likelihood function is given in Figure 6, and member 
densities and distributions in the generalized F class are plotted in Figures 2 and 3. 
The high value of q and the shape of the function suggest that logit and probit 
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Figurc S: Hislogram of estimated parameters P i . 
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Figurc 6: The negative relalive Iikelihoods for the nationalizalion equation with and 
withoui fhed erfCClS. The q indicales a specific membcr in the log-generalized F 
fllll1i1y when p .. O. nIe dOllCd line is placed 31 -x2{l.a=.05)~3.8-l. 
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Table 2: Parameter estimates (t-values in paranthese:s) for the: nationaliz.ation model 
with and without fixcd effeets (n=855, 57 eountries). 

Filad I:ffecta No Fixad I:ffects 

Variable Lin Prob Lögl.t G<ln Fl Lögl.t Prob.l.t Gen FP 

xlt -.0028 -.0173 -.0324 -.0389 -.0218 -.0195 
(-l. 71) (-2.53) (-1.66) (-2.81) (-2.81) (-2.61) 

X2t .0016 .0105 .0227 .0096 .0056 .0059 
(3.51) (5.16) (3.58) (3.70) (3.70) (2.78) 

xlt 6.8P!-s 6.01:-5 8.3E-s -3.0E-6 -6.U-7 2.2E-6 
(.96) (2.14) (.85) (-.14) (-.05) (.15) 

Xet 2.3P!-s 1.31:-4 1.6p!-4 -6.8P!-s -3.3E-s -1.8E-s 
(l. 64) (2.08) (.73) (-.81) (-.75) (-.56) 

XSt -2.7E-s -4.21:-5 -4.2E-s 3.2E-6 l. 61:-6 7.sE-7 
(-1.80) (-6.77) (-2.05) (.95) (.85) (. (8) 

DtXn .0007 .0053 .0096 .0050 .0030 .0030 
(.73) (l. 58) (1.01) (.95) (.97) (.87) 

gt-l .7487 7.008 11.016 6.638 3.693 3.283 
(6.55) (lS.93) (7.02) (7.25) (7.44) (7.21) 

Con.,tant -3.230 -l. 850 -.955 
(-12.63) (-14.20) (-10.70) 

l -265.39 -259.50 -325.29 -324.46 -323.90 , correct 83.7 85.3 84.1 84.6 84.6 84.6 
Pseudo-WO .13 .94 .00 .23 .24 .01 

• q=6.s 
P q=2.2s 
a Not for the linear probability ~l. 

specifieations ean be rejeeted. Without fixed effeets the relative like Ii hood 
funetion is mueh flatter and equally clearcut rejeetions ean not be made. Fixcd 
effeet estimates are plotted in Figure 7. In Figure 8 predieted probabilities for the 
logit and the estimated log-generalized F models are eomparcd. The latter ones 
are increasingly and signifieantly smaller. The t-values for the linear probability 
and the log-generalized F models are quite close. The fits of the two mode!s are 
quite c10se as judged by the proportions of eorreet fits. The pseudo-R2 suggests 
good fit for the logit mode!, while the fit is seemingly poar for the log-generalized 
F eases. This is due to extreme:ly large (j2'S (1786.7 for q = 6.5 and 26.9 for q 
=2.25). 

The estimat ors for the log-generalizcd F model eonverged rapidly when 
reasonable starting va lues were used. The eorresponding free of fixed effeet model 
estimates served satisfaetorily in this respeet; fixed effeets were initialized at the 
value of the eonstant term. Convergenee was general ly reaehed in less than 30 
iterations and only in a few minutes for the 64 parameters and 855 observations on 
an mM 80486 PC. 
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model fonnulation. e [[cc IS for the nationalization modcl in the log-generalized F 

. ~e occurrence of . al' . 
anuclplated positi nallon lutlons in other countries (g) exens an 
expon prices (xv v~ effeCL The category l variables. the rate of growth (XI) and 
the 10 per cent le~ t d the expected signs albeit the former is significant only ~t 
suppons the view ~ In ~e log-generalized F specification with fixed cffects. ThIS 
doing so has been at t_ c pre--:alence of large profits to take and a great necd of 
variables of Categ a ~a1or mOUve for nationalization in developing countries. The 
is significant nry ad the .expected signs but only the size variable GDP (xs) 
unexpected sign. e external Indeptcdness (X6) is not significant and of an 

6. Policy Studies 

One way of imp . . 
implicatio p l!'Ovmg o~r understanding of the model propenies is through ilS 
in this di ns.. o ICY expenments to study spatial and temporal effects is one step 
The foc ~cUon. Th~ present within sample experiment is Iimited to 1980--1985. 
exoge us IS o~ the nsk of widespread nationalizations with different bchaviour in 

P
olic nou~ vban

l 
ables .. Th~ growth (xI) and change in expon prices (Xv are the 

y vana es of pnme mteresL 
F t The values recordcd in 1979 for g t-I and X4 iH are used as initial values. 

u UTe values on Ylil. '112 il • Y2i1. gH • and X4 il are calculated. The policy variables 
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Figurc 8: Predicted probabilities for fixed effcct log-generalized F vs. logit model 
probabilities. 

are changed from observed vaJues with a constant proportion. For the growth rate 
we are interested in a dec line, while in an increase for the export price. Other 
variables are as observed in the period. Parameter estimates are obtained from the 
10g-generaJized F spccification with fixed effects for the nationaJization equation 
and for the fixed effect, seriaJ correlation,and heteroskedasticity specification for 
the investment flow equation. 

For the calculations we assume the X4 il = Yl il + X4 iH identity to hold. 
Calculations are then performed on the reduced form for the three endogenous 
variables Ylil' X4il' and TJ2il' When Pr(TJ2il ~ O) ~ 0.5 we set Y2il = 1 and O 
otherwise. Based on the Y2 il'S the g I variable is caJculated. The caJculalions are 
repeated until vaJues for t = 1985 have been determined. 

The results are obtained as matrices (over time and country) for each 
response variable. In Table 3 the expected number of years of nationaJization 
(P1980+",+PI98S) is given. The nationalization state is highly stable in these years 
and unreaJisticaJly large changes in policy variables have to be used in order to 
make a difference. Since the investment flow equation is affccted on ly through 
Y2 iH and g H the impact on this equation is even weaker. 

The changes to these results by using another distributionaJ spccification for 
the nationaJization equalion are small. 
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7. Discussion 

The present study has been based on more or less wellknown estimators for the 
investment now equation. There are a number of statistical issues, where our 
understanding of estimator propenies are limited. One slIch example is how one 
should best deal with country-wise specific first order autoregressive disturbance. 
Here, transformation was applied for each country even if some of the 
country-wise p i parameters were very small. Perhaps it is better to abstain from 
transformation in case they are smaIl and not significantly different from zero. The 
approach based on the OLS estimator and a consistently estimated covariance 
matrix (Newey and West, 1987) may be a good choice for hypothesis testing, 
while it seems natural to expect its propenies in prediction situations to be less 
convincing. Whether this estimator could usefuIly be used for feasible GLS 
estimation is not known. 

For dichOlomous dependent variable modds, such as our nationalization 
equation, issues related to serial correlation and heteroskedasticity have not been 
much studied. The maximum score estimator of Manski remains consistent under 
heteroskedasticy, while, at least, the probit maximum Iikelihood estimator remains 
consistent under first order serial correlation. Since dichotomous variable modds 
are estimated under a restriction on the variance of the disturbance term, 
heteroskedasticity over countries implies a varying fulOi parameter vcctor for 
each country. A 'convenient' approach to deal with this is to assume arandom 
coefficient specification. It remains convenient under normality assumptions in the 
probit case, but not necessarily so with other specifications .. 
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